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Abstract 14 

Navigating “cocktail party” situations by enhancing foreground sounds over irrelevant background 15 

information is typically considered from a cortico-centric perspective. However, subcortical circuits, 16 

such as the medial olivocochlear (MOC) reflex that modulates inner ear activity itself, have ample 17 

opportunity to extract salient features from the auditory scene prior to any cortical processing. To 18 

understand the contribution of auditory subcortical nuclei and the cochlea, physiological recordings 19 

were made along the auditory pathway while listeners differentiated non(sense)-words and words. 20 

Both naturally-spoken and intrinsically-noisy, vocoded speech — filtering that mimics processing 21 

by a cochlear implant—significantly activated the MOC reflex, whereas listening to speech-in-22 

background noise revealed instead engagement of midbrain and cortical resources. An auditory 23 

periphery model reproduced these speech degradation-specific effects, providing a rationale for 24 

goal-directed gating of the MOC reflex to enhance representation of speech features in the auditory 25 

nerve. Our data reveals the co-existence of two strategies in the auditory system that may facilitate 26 

speech understanding in situations where the speech signal is either intrinsically degraded or 27 

masked by extrinsic auditory information.  28 

.  29 
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Introduction 30 

Cocktail-party listening, the ability to focus on a single talker in a background of simultaneous, 31 

overlapping conversations, is critical to human communication, and a long-sought goal of hearing 32 

technologies [1,2]. Problems listening in background noise are a key complaint of many listeners 33 

with even mild hearing loss, and a stated factor in the non-use and non-uptake of hearing devices 34 

[3–5]. However, despite its importance in every-day listening tasks, and its relevance to hearing 35 

impairment, physiological mechanisms that enhance attended speech remain poorly understood. 36 

In addition to local circuits in the auditory periphery and brainstem that have evolved to enhance 37 

automatically the neural representation of ecologically relevant sounds [6–8], it is likely that such a 38 

critical goal-directed behaviour as cocktail-party listening also relies on top-down, cortically-driven 39 

processes to emphasize perceptually relevant sounds, and suppress those that are irrelevant 40 

[9,10]. Nevertheless, the specific role of bottom up and top-down mechanisms in complex listening 41 

tasks remain to be determined. 42 

A potential mechanistic pathway supporting cocktail party listening is the auditory efferent system, 43 

whose multi-synaptic connections extend from auditory cortex (AC) to the inner ear [11–13]. In 44 

particular, reflexive activation of fibers in the medial olivocochlear (MOC) reflex innervating the 45 

outer hair cells (OHCs)—electromotile elements responsible for the cochlea’s active amplifier—is 46 

known to reduce cochlear gain [14], thereby increasing the overall dynamic range of the inner ear 47 

and facilitating sound encoding in high levels of background noise [15].  48 

MOC fibers (ipsilateral and contralateral to each ear) originate in medial divisions of the superior 49 

olivary complex in the brainstem and synapse directly on the basal aspects of OHCs (Warr and 50 

hand neural sensitivity to sound [16,17].  51 

MOC neurons are also innervated by descending fibers from AC and midbrain neurons, providing 52 

potential means of modulating cochlear activity in a task-related or attention-dependent manner 53 

[18–20]. Although it has been speculated that MOC-mediated changes in cochlear gain might 54 

enhance speech coding in background noise [21], the role of the MOC reflex in reducing cochlear 55 

gain during goal-directed listening in normal hearing human subjects (i.e., with physiologically 56 
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normal OHCs) remains controversial. In particular, it remains unclear under which conditions MOC 57 

reflex is active, including whether listeners must actively be engaged in listening task [22–24].  58 

Efferent-mediated changes in cochlear gain can be assessed by measuring otoacoustic emissions 59 

(OAEs), energy generated by the active OHCs and measured non-invasively as sound from the 60 

ear canal [25]. When transient sounds, such as clicks, are delivered to one ear in the presence of 61 

noise in the opposite ear; OAE amplitudes are reduced, reflecting increased MOC efferent activity 62 

[26]. The magnitude of OAE s has been reported as either increased [23,27], reduced [22,28] or 63 

unaffected [29,30] in participants with improved speech-in-noise perception. Confounding effects 64 

on cochlear gain could depend on factors such as task difficulty or relevance (e.g., speech vs. non-65 

speech tasks) or even methodological differences in recording and analysing inner ear signatures 66 

such as OAEs [23,24].  67 

Here, we examined the role of the auditory efferent system in active (participant’s attention directed 68 

towards the speech stimuli) vs. passive (participant’s attention directed away from the speech 69 

stimuli and towards a silent, non-subtitled film) listening conditions for three commonly employed 70 

speech manipulations: vocoding of ‘natural’ speech— filtering that mimics processing by a cochlear 71 

implant; speech presented in a background of multi-talker ‘babble’ noise, and speech presented in 72 

a background of speech-shaped noise i.e. noise with the same long-term spectrum as speech. 73 

Physiological recordings in the central auditory pathway, including brainstem, midbrain and cortical 74 

responses were made whilst listeners performed an active listening task (detecting non-words in a 75 

string of Australian-English words and non-words). Our experimental paradigm was designed to 76 

maintain fixed levels of task difficulty that allowed us to preserve comparable task relevance across 77 

the speech manipulations and therefore avoid confounding effects of task difficulty on top-down 78 

modulation of activation of the MOC reflex. In addition, homologous visual and auditory scenes 79 

were implemented to control for differences in alertness between active and passive listening 80 

conditions.  81 

When task difficulty was maintained across speech manipulations, measures of hearing function at 82 

the level of the cochlea, brainstem, midbrain and cortex were modulated differentially depending 83 

on the type of degradation applied to speech sounds, and on whether or not speech was actively 84 
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attended. Specifically, the MOC reflex, assessed in terms of the magnitude of click-evoked OAEs 85 

(CEOAEs), was activated by vocoded speech—an intrinsically degraded speech signal—but not 86 

by otherwise ‘natural’ speech presented in either babble-noise or speech-shaped noise. 87 

Furthermore, neural activity generated by the auditory midbrain was significantly increased in active 88 

vs. passive listening for speech in babble and speech-shaped noise, but not for vocoded speech. 89 

This increase was associated with elevated cortical markers of listening effort for the speech-in-90 

noise conditions. A model of the auditory periphery including an MOC circuit with biophysically 91 

realistic temporal dynamics confirmed the stimulus-dependent role of the MOC reflex in enhancing 92 

neural coding of speech signals. Our data suggest that otherwise identical performance in active 93 

listening tasks may invoke quite different efferent circuits, requiring different levels of listening effort, 94 

depending on the type of stimulus degradation experienced. 95 

  96 
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Results 97 

Maintaining task relevance across speech manipulations requires iso-performance  98 

We assessed speech intelligibility—specifically the ability to discriminate between Australian-99 

English words and non-words—when speech was degraded by three different manipulations: 100 

noise-vocoding the entire speech waveform; adding 8-talker babble noise to ‘natural’ speech (i.e. 101 

speech-in-quiet) and adding speech-shaped noise to ‘natural’ speech. Participants were asked to 102 

respond (by means of a button press) when they heard a non-word in a string of words and non-103 

words (Figure1A).  104 

Three levels of task difficulty were achieved by altering either the number of noise-vocoded 105 

channels—16 (Voc16), 12 (Voc12) and 8 (Voc8) channels)—or by altering the signal-to-noise ratio 106 

(SNR) when speech was masked by babble noise—+10 (BN10) and +5 (BN5) dB SNR—or speech-107 

shaped noise—+8 (SSN8) and +3 (SSN3) dB SNR (Figure 1B). This was statistically confirmed in 108 

all 56 listeners (n=27 in the vocoded condition, and n=29 in the two masked conditions) who 109 

showed consistently better performance—a higher rate of detecting non-words—in the less 110 

degraded conditions i.e. more vocoded channels or higher SNRs in the masked manipulations 111 

(Repeated Measures ANOVA (rANOVA) [vocoded: [F (3, 78) = 70.92, p = 0.0001]; babble noise: 112 

[F (3, 78) = 70.92, p = 0.0001] and speech-shaped noise: [F (2, 56) = 86.23, p = 0.0001], post hoc 113 

analysis with bonferroni corrections (6 multiple comparisons for the noise-vocoded experiment and 114 

3 for BN and SSN manipulations), Figure 1B.  115 

Iso-performance was achieved across speech manipulations, with best performance observed in 116 

the two natural speech conditions—one employed in the vocoding experiment and the other in the 117 

two masked conditions: (One-way ANOVA [F (1, 54) = 0.43, p = 0.84]). A moderate and similar 118 

level of performance (significantly lower than performance for natural speech) was achieved across 119 

Voc16/ Voc12 (n.s. compared to each other; p = 0.11), BN10 and SSN8 conditions: (One-way 120 

ANOVA: [F (3, 108) = 0.67, p= 0.57]). The poorest performance, significantly lower than the high 121 

and moderate performance levels, was observed for Voc8, BN5 and SSN3: ([F (3, 81) = 0.07, p = 122 

0.72]).   123 
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124 
Figure 1. Behavioural and physiological measurements during active and passive listening. A. Schematic of 125 

the experimental paradigm (adapted with permissions, [31]). Clicks were continuously presented in one ear 126 

whereas speech tokens were delivered contralaterally in the other ear for 10 minutes to evoke CEOAEs. One 127 

minute of baseline CEOAEs (only clicks being delivered) were always recorded at the beginning and at the 128 

end of each condition. Participants had 3 sec to make a lexical-decision (discriminate words vs. non-words) 129 

in the active listening condition whereas in the passive condition they were asked to ignore all the auditory 130 

stimuli and watch a movie. Upper left panel shows the CEOAEs analysis window obtained from the inner ear 131 

recordings. Upper right panel corresponds to click-evoked ABRs recordings. B. Performance during the 132 

lexical-decision task. Mean d’ is represented in white circles (n=27 in the noise-vocoded condition, and n=29 133 

in the two masked conditions), median corresponds to the horizontal line. The upper and lower limits of the 134 

boxplot represent the 1st (q1) and 3rd (q3) quartiles respectively while the whiskers denote the interquartile 135 

range (IQR =q3-q1). Within speech conditions comparisons showed that the highest performance was always 136 

achieved for natural speech compared to the all noise-vocoded, babble noise and speech-shaped noise 137 

manipulations (bonferroni corrected p = 0.001). Performance was moderately-high (statistically lower than 138 

natural speech but higher than Voc8, BN5 and SSN3) for Voc16 and Voc12 (non-significant differences (n.s.), 139 

bonferroni corrected p = 0.11) as well as for BN10 and SSN8 respectively. The lowest level of performance 140 

was predictably observed for Voc8, BN5 and SSN3 (p =0.001). C. Click-Evoked OAEs suppression. The figure 141 

shows mean CEOAE magnitude changes relative to the baseline for all conditions. D. CEOAEs and ABRs 142 

collapsed (rANOVA main effect of Conditions (Active and Passive)). CEOAEs and ABRs are reported as 143 

means ± SEM. (**bonferroni corrected p < 0.01; * bonferroni corrected p < 0.05).   144 
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As increasing task difficulty has been previously linked to the allocation of auditory attention and 145 

cognitive resources towards the task itself [32], we employed the discrete and matching levels of 146 

task difficulty across speech manipulations as a proxy for the required auditory attention.  147 

MOC reflex is modulated by task engagement in a stimulus-dependent manner  148 

To determine whether auditory attention modulates cochlear gain via the auditory efferent system 149 

in a task-dependent manner, we assessed the effect of active vs. passive listening and speech 150 

manipulation on inner ear activity. Click-evoked OAEs (CEOAEs) were recorded continuously 151 

whilst participants both actively performed the lexical task, and passively listened to the same 152 

corpus of speech tokens (Figure 1A). Compared to baseline measures obtained in the absence of 153 

speech (in the ipsilateral ear but click stimuli in the contralateral one), CEOAEs were significantly 154 

reduced in magnitude when actively listening to natural speech, and in all noise-vocoded conditions 155 

(natural: [t (24) = -2.33, p = 0.03]; Voc16: [t (23) = 3.40, p = 0.002]; Voc12: [t (24) = 3.98, p = 0.001] 156 

and Voc8: [t (25) = 5.14, p = 0.001]). Conversely, during passive listening, CEOAEs obtained during 157 

natural, but not noise-vocoded, speech were significantly smaller than baseline: [t (25) = 2.29, p = 158 

0.03], as were CEOAEs recorded during the two masked conditions at all SNRs (natural: [t (26) = 159 

2.17, p = 0.04]; BN10: [t (28) = 2.80, p = 0.009] and BN5: [t (28) = 2.36, p = 0.02]; SSN8: [t (28) = 160 

3.37, p = 0.002] and SS3: [t (28) = 3.50, p = 0.002]). This suggests that auditory efferent activity is 161 

modulated differently in active and passive listening, and by the different speech manipulation 162 

types, despite iso-performance across experiments.  163 

We calculated the reduction in CEOAEs between baseline and experimental conditions (CEOAE 164 

suppression)—a proxy for activation of the MOC reflex—to quantify auditory efferent control of 165 

cochlear gain in active and passive listening. For noise-vocoded speech, suppression of CEOAEs 166 

was significantly greater when participants were actively engaged in the lexical task (-1.01 ± 0.18 167 

dB) compared to when they were asked to ignore the auditory stimuli (-0.38 ± 0.18 dB): rANOVA: 168 

[F (1, 22) = 8.49, p = 0.008], (Figure 2A). Moreover, a significant interaction was observed between 169 

conditions and stimulus-type: [F (3, 66) = 2.80, p = 0.046], indicating that the suppression of 170 

CEOAEs was stronger for all vocoded conditions in which listeners where required to make lexical 171 

decisions, compared to when they were not—Voc16: ([t (23) = -2.16, p = 0.04]; Voc12: [t (24) = -172 
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2.19, p = 0.038] and Voc8: [t (25) =3.51, p = 0.002]). Task engagement did not alter CEOAE 173 

suppression for natural speech [t (24) = 0.62, p = 0.54]. 174 

In contrast, speech in speech-shaped-noise elicited the opposite pattern of results to noise-175 

vocoded speech (Figure 1C). The suppression of CEOAEs was significantly stronger during 176 

passive (-0.83 ± 0.26) compared to active listening (-0.16 ± 0.21): rANOVA: [F (1, 24) = 4.44, p = 177 

0.046]. A significant interaction between condition and stimulus-type: [F (2, 48) = 4.67, p = 0.014] 178 

confirmed this for both SNRs: (SSN8 [t (27) = 2.71, p = 0.01] and SSN3 [t (28) = 2.67, p = 0.012]) 179 

(Figure 1C). Intermediate effects on CEOAEs were observed for words masked by babble noise, 180 

with CEOAE significantly smaller than baseline measures during passive, but not active, listening. 181 

Cochlear gain was therefore suppressed during active listening of noise-vocoded speech, slightly 182 

but significantly suppressed during passive listening in babble noise, and strongly suppressed 183 

during passive listening in speech-shaped-noise. Together, our data suggest that the MOC reflex 184 

is modulated by task engagement, and strongly depends on the way in which signals are degraded 185 

including the type of noise used to mask the speech.  186 

Auditory brainstem activity reflects changes in cochlear gain when listening to speech-in- 187 

noise  188 

The effects of active vs. passive listening on the cochlear gain were evident in the activity of 189 

subcortical auditory neurons when we simultaneously measured auditory brainstem responses 190 

(ABRs) to the same clicks used to evoke CEOAEs.  191 

Click-evoked ABRs—measured during presentation of speech-in-noise—showed similar effects to 192 

those observed for CEOAE measurements. Specifically, in both masked conditions wave V—193 

corresponding to neural activity generated in the midbrain by the inferior colliculus (IC) and was 194 

significantly enhanced in the active compared to the passive listening condition (Figure 1C) (speech 195 

in babble noise: [F (1, 26) = 5.67, p = 0.025] and speech-shaped noise: [F (1, 26) = 9.22, p = 196 

0.005]). No changes in brainstem or midbrain activity were observed between active and passive 197 

listening of noise-vocoded speech.  198 

To rule out that the differing results were due to intrinsic differences in the two populations tested 199 

(noise-vocoded Vs. masked speech experiments), we compared CEOAE suppression and ABR 200 
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wave amplitudes in the two groups for active and passive listening of natural speech . No statistical 201 

differences were observed for either active or passive listening, therefore, the differences observed 202 

in both cochlear gain and auditory brainstem\midbrain activity here can be attributed to the speech 203 

degradation presented (active: suppression of CEOAEs [t (23) = -0.21, p=0.83; wave III [t (23) = -204 

0.45, p=0.65]; wave V [t (23) = 0.09, p=0.93]; passive: suppression of CEOAEs [t (24) = -0.36, 205 

p=0.72]; wave III [t (24) = -0.16, p=0.88]; wave V [t (26) = 0.40, p=0.69]).  206 

Together with our CEOAEs results, our data suggests that reduced ABR magnitudes appear only 207 

inherited from reduction of the cochlear gain for masked stimuli. These results in the midbrain 208 

indicate that while local cochlear gain changes are sufficient when processing single degraded 209 

streams such as noise-vocoded speech, processing masked speech requires the involvement of 210 

higher-level auditory structures.  211 

Simulated MOC reflex improves the neural representation of vocoded speech, but not 212 

speech-in-noise  213 

To understand why the control of cochlear gain appears to depend on how speech is degraded, 214 

we implemented a model of the auditory periphery incorporating MOC reflex through a brainstem 215 

circuit with biophysically-realistic temporal dynamics [33]. We specifically tested the hypothesis that 216 

suppression of cochlear gain enhances neural encoding of the stimulus envelope via the activation 217 

of the MOC reflex. To assess how cochlear gain suppression affects neural representation of 218 

speech in AN fibers, natural and degraded (those generating iso-performance in the active task 219 

(Voc8; BN5; SSN3)) speech tokens were presented individually to the model at 75 dBA, with and 220 

without MOC reflex (Figure 2A). We performed this analysis first for AN fibers with low-spontaneous 221 

rate, and high-thresholds given their crucial role in detecting signals in noise as well as their lack 222 

of saturation at high intensity levels [34–36]. 223 

The neural cross-correlation coefficient, ρENV, a measure of how similar neural envelopes are in 224 

different AN spike train responses [37], was employed to quantify the effect of introducing the MOC 225 

reflex on envelope encoding at seven logarithmically-spaced frequencies between 1-2 kHz. Values 226 

of ρENV, ranging from 0 to 1 for independent to identical neural envelopes respectively, were 227 

calculated for the three speech manipulations before and after the MOC reflex was included, with 228 
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the neural envelope for natural speech acting as the “control” template for comparison. Natural 229 

speech “control” simulations were always performed with the MOC reflex, given our observations 230 

that a steady CEOAE suppression—indicative of an active MOC reflex— occurred for natural 231 

speech experimentally (Figure 1C) and that neural envelopes for natural stimuli were enhanced in 232 

model AN fibres with an MOC reflex present (Figure supplement 2).  233 

For the example word, ‘Fuzz’, the three speech degradations in the absence of MOC reflex showed 234 

high average similarity in their neural envelopes to their natural speech controls (Figure 2A) (mean 235 

ρENVAN for Voc8 = 0.84 ± 0.01; mean ρENVAN for BN5 = 0.65 ± 0.01; mean ρENVAN for SSN3 = 236 

0.63 ± 0.01). However, the addition of the MOC reflex increased the average ρENV significantly for 237 

Voc8 (mean ΔρENV = +3.46 ± 0.86%, [t (6) = 10.60, p = 0.0001]); but reduced it significantly for 238 

BN5 (mean ΔρENV for BN5 = -3.47 ± 1.88%, [t (6) = -4.88, p = 0.0028]; and also, but not 239 

significantly so, for SSN3 (mean ΔρENV for SSN3 -1.42 ± 4.01%, p = 0.3859).   240 
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 241 

242 
Figure 2. Model auditory periphery output with and without simulated MOC reflex. A. Presentation of natural 243 

and degraded versions of the word ‘Fuzz’ with and without simulated MOC reflex. ‘Fuzz’ waveforms for natural 244 

(dark gray, far left), Voc8 (pink, second left), BN5 (light blue, second right) and SSN3 (green, far right) 245 

conditions are shown in the top row. Post-stimulus-time-histograms (400 fibers/1ms bin-width) were calculated 246 
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for low SR AN fibers (Characteristic Frequency: 1kHz) with (bottom row) and without (middle row) simulated 247 

MOC reflex. Including simulated MOC reflex reduced activity during quiet for natural condition (and Voc8, but 248 

less so) whilst maintaining high spiking rates at peak sound levels (e.g. at 0.075, 0.3 and 0.45ms). No changes 249 

in neural representation of signal were visually evident for BN5 and SSN3 ‘Fuzz’. B & C. Quantifying ρENV 250 

for Voc8 ‘Fuzz’ without simulated MOC reflex. Sumcor plots (bottom row, B) were generated by adding 251 

Shuffled Auto-Correlograms (thick lines, top left/middle panels, B) and Cross-Correlograms (thick line, top 252 

right panel, B) to cross-polarity Correlograms (thin lines, top row, B) using naturally-spoken ‘Fuzz’ with 253 

simulated MOC reflex (left/right columns, B) and Voc8 ‘Fuzz’ without simulated MOC reflex (middle/right 254 

columns, B). ρENV for Voc8 ‘Fuzz’ without simulated MOC reflex (AN, downward-pointing triangle, C) was 255 

calculated from SumCor peaks in B. ρENV with simulated MOC reflex (AN+MOC, upward-pointing triangle, 256 

C) is also displayed. D & E. Comparing ΔρENVs for 300 words after introduction of simulated MOC reflex. 257 

Mean percentage changes in ρENVs (calculated across 7 frequencies between 1-2kHz) after adding simulated 258 

MOC reflex were plotted against ρENV without simulated MOC reflex for degraded versions of 300 words 259 

(each symbol represents one word). ΔρENVs were always positive for Voc8 words (pink circles, D) (Max-Min 260 

ΔρENV for Voc8: +12.92 to +1.24%), appearing largest for words with lowest ρENVs without simulated MOC 261 

reflex. This relationship was absent for BN5 (light blue squares, D) and SSN3 (green diamonds, D) words 262 

whose ΔρENV ranges spanned the baseline (Max-Min ΔρENV for BN5: +5.57 to -9.95%; Max-Min ΔρENV for 263 

SSN3: +2.83 to -9.85%). Progression of mean ΔρENVs (± SEM) for model data (diagonally-striped bars, right, 264 

E) mirrored that of active-task, CEOAE data (mean ± SEM) (solid-color bars, left, E).   265 
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Given the range of acoustic waveforms in our speech stimuli, we expanded our analysis to include 266 

300 words (150 stop/non-stop consonants) (Figure 2D). Despite the diversity of speech tokens, the 267 

effects of including MOC reflex (on ρENV) were consistently dependent on the type of stimulus 268 

manipulation. Neural encoding of speech envelopes improved significantly with simulated MOC 269 

reflex for all noise-vocoded words (pink circles, Figure 2D) (mean ΔρENV for Voc8= +5.30 ± 0.12%, 270 

[t (299) = 42.71, p = 0.0001]), with the largest enhancements observed for words with the lowest 271 

ρENV values in the absence of MOC reflex. In contrast, no such relationship was observed for 272 

words in babble noise (BN5, light blue squares, Figure 2D) or speech-shaped noise (SSN3, green 273 

diamonds, Figure 2D). Moreover, envelope coding in both speech-in-noise conditions was 274 

significantly impaired, on average, when an MOC reflex was introduced (mean ΔρENV for BN5 = -275 

2.01 ± 0.14, [t (299) = -14.37, p = 0.0001]; mean ΔρENV for SSN3 = -2.62 ± 0.12, [t (299) = -22.03, 276 

p = 0.0001]). This detrimental effect to envelope encoding with MOC reflex was significantly 277 

reduced for the masked conditions with higher SNRs (+10 dB SNR for babble noise and +8 dB 278 

SNR for speech-shaped noise) (Figure supplement 3B). In contrast, the improvement in neural 279 

coding of noise-vocoded speech when introducing MOC reflex was enhanced for stimuli with more 280 

noise-vocoded channels (Voc16) (Figure supplement 3B). This suggests that the MOC reflex 281 

efferent feedback may specifically be unable to facilitate extraction of signal from noise at specific 282 

SNRs. 283 

Given recent evidence that AN fibers with high-spontaneous rate and low-thresholds (fibres that 284 

respond preferentially to low intensity sounds but saturate at higher intensities [38–40] may also 285 

play an important role in envelope processing [41,42], we also tested how they processed Voc8, 286 

BN5 and SSN3 stimuli with and without MOC reflex. Similarly to AN fibers with high-threshold, we 287 

found improvement in the envelope encoding of these low-threshold AN fibres when MOC reflex 288 

was included for noise-vocoded speech, but not for the masked conditions (Figure supplement 4), 289 

despite the latters’ poorer dynamic range at 75 dBA (normalized sound presentation level across 290 

manipulations) likely impacting their overall envelope encoding ability.  291 

The pattern of enhancement of neural envelopes observed across degraded conditions when MOC 292 

reflex was implemented in the model (diagonally-striped bars, Figure 2E) mirrored that observed in 293 
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suppression of CEOAEs for corresponding active listening conditions (solid-colour bars, Figure 2E). 294 

Where the MOC reflex was active experimentally for noise-vocoded speech, enhancement of 295 

neural envelopes was observed when the same degraded stimuli were presented to the model with 296 

MOC reflex present. This was not the case for active listening of masked speech — MOC reflex 297 

activity being unaltered experimentally— which was associated with poorer neural representations 298 

of the stimulus envelope when MOC reflex was included in the model.  299 

Cortical evoked potentials reveal enhanced magnitude when active listening to speech-in- 300 

noise  301 

The lack of any MOC reflex contribution during active listening to speech masked by speech-like 302 

sounds (i.e. babble and speech-shaped noise) compared to noise-vocoded speech suggests other 303 

compensatory brain mechanisms must contribute to maintaining iso-performance with noise-304 

vocoded speech. We explored whether higher brain centres—providing top-down perhaps 305 

attention-driven, enhancement of speech processing in background noise—contribute to 306 

maintaining iso-performance across speech conditions. The significant increase observed in ABR 307 

wave V for active speech-in-noise conditions is suggestive of greater activity in the inferior colliculus 308 

(IC)—the principal midbrain nucleus which receives efferent feedback from auditory cortical areas. 309 

Levels of cortical engagement might then differ across speech manipulations, despite similar 310 

overall task performance.  311 

To determine the degree of cortical engagement in the active-listening task, we recorded cortical 312 

evoked potentials simultaneously to the CEOAE and ABR measurements from all 56 participants 313 

using a 64-channel, EEG-recording system. Grand averages of event-related potentials (ERPs) to 314 

speech-onset (Figure 3A and Supplement Figure 5) for the most demanding speech manipulations 315 

(Voc8, BN5 and SSN3) were analysed to test the hypothesis that greater cortical engagement 316 

occurred when listening to speech-in-noise compared to noise-vocoded speech despite been 317 

matched in task difficulty   318 
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 319 
Figure 3. Cortical activity and proposed mechanisms for active listening to noise-vocoded and noise masked 320 

speech. A. Upper panel shows the “clean” natural spoken word (“Fuzz”) for time-course comparisons with the 321 

ERPs. Lower panel shows ERP components (from electrodes: FZ, F3, F4, CZ, C3, C4, TP7, TP8, T7, T8, PZ, 322 

P3, P4) during the active listening of Voc8, BN5 and SSN3. Thick lines and shaded areas represent mean 323 

and the SEM. Boxplots on the right show statistical comparisons between speech conditions for P2, N400 and 324 

LPC components. B. Proposed auditory efferent mechanisms for speech processing (Auditory pathway 325 

diagrams, [43]. The “Single stream” mechanism shows how isolated degraded tokens such as noise-vocoded 326 
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speech are processed in a mostly feed-forward manner (thick black arrows) (as should be the case for natural 327 

speech). The activation of the MOC reflex (green arrow) improves the auditory nerve representation of speech-328 

envelope (auditory input) and this information passes up the auditory centres without much need to ‘de-noise’ 329 

the signal (represented as black arrows from the cochlea-brainstem-midbrain). Given the trend for increasing 330 

cochlear gain suppression with increases in task difficulty, we included the possibility for increased MOC reflex 331 

drive from higher auditory regions via corticofugal connections (red arrow). In contrast, “multiple streams” such 332 

as speech in babble or speech-shaped noise do not recruit the MOC reflex (shaded green arrow) because it 333 

negatively affects envelope encoding of speech signals (shaded grey arrows from cochlea-brainstem-334 

midbrain). We therefore propose that corticofugal drive is suppressed to the MOC reflex (shaded red arrow) 335 

leaving greater responsibility for speech signal extraction to the midbrain, cortex and the efferent loop therein 336 

(corticofugal connections from auditory cortex to midbrain: red arrow). Both mechanisms ultimately lead to 337 

equal behavioural performance across speech conditions.  338 
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We analysed early auditory cortical responses (P1 and N1 components, Figure 3A) which are 339 

largely driven by acoustic features of the stimulus [44,45]. Noise-vocoded words elicited well-340 

defined P1 and N1 components compared to the speech-in-noise conditions (Figure 3A). This was 341 

despite words and noises having similar onsets to noise-vocoded tokens, reflecting the relatively 342 

high precision of vocoded speech’s envelope components at stimulus onset compared to those of 343 

the masked conditions where the speech and noise envelopes overlap significantly. Later ERP 344 

components, such as P2, N400 and the Late Positivity Complex (LPC), have been linked to speech- 345 

and task-specific, top-down (context-dependent) processes [44,46].  346 

Speech masked by babble or speech-shaped noise elicited significantly larger P2 components 347 

during active listening compared to the noise-vocoded condition, but not significantly different 348 

between themselves [F (2,79) = 5.08, p = 0.008], post hoc with bonferroni corrections for 3 multiple 349 

comparisons: [BN5 vs. Voc8 (p = 0.012); SSN3 vs. Voc8 (p = 0.041); BN5 vs. SSN3 (p = 1.00)]. 350 

Similarly, the magnitude of the LPC—thought to reflect the involvement of cognitive resources 351 

including memorization, understanding [47] and post-decision closure [48] during speech 352 

processing—differed significantly across conditions: [F (2,79) = 4.24, p = 0.018]. Specifically, LPCs 353 

were greater during active listening to speech in babble noise compared to noise-vocoded speech 354 

(p = 0.02), with LPCs obtained for active listening to speech in speech-shaped noise intermediate 355 

and not significantly different to either (Figure 3A). Consistent with the concept that effortful listening 356 

varied across speech-in-noise manipulations even when iso-performance was maintained [49,50], 357 

2016), the speech manipulation generating the clearest signature of cortical engagement was 358 

speech in babble noise, considered the most difficult of the masked conditions (Figure 1B) where 359 

iso-performance was achieved at +5 dB SNR (BN5) compared to only +3 dB SNR for speech in 360 

speech-shaped-noise (SSN3). In contrast to P2 and the LPC, the N400 component of the ERP—361 

associated with the processing of meaning [51]—did not differ between conditions [F (2,81) = 0.22, 362 

p = 0.81]. This is unsurprising, given that participants were equally able to differentiate non-words 363 

in Voc8, BN5 and SSN3 conditions, given that iso-performance had been achieved.  364 

Our ERP data are consistent with differential cortical contributions to the processing of noise-365 

vocoded and masked speech, being larger in magnitude for speech manipulations in which the 366 
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MOC reflex was less efficiently recruited i.e. babble and speech-shaped-noise, and largest overall 367 

for the manipulation requiring most listening effort—speech in a background of multi-talker babble. 368 

From the auditory periphery to the cortex our data suggests that two different strategies co-exist to 369 

achieve similar levels of performance when listening to single undegraded/degraded streams 370 

compared to masked speech (Figure 3B). The first involves enhanced sensitivity to energy 371 

fluctuations through recruitment of the MOC reflex to generate a central representation of the 372 

stimulus sufficient and necessary for speech intelligibility of single streams (Figure 3B, left panel). 373 

The second, activated when processing speech in background noise (Figure 3B, right panel), 374 

preserves cochlear gain to prevent deterioration of envelope encoding placing the onus of 375 

‘denoising’ on midbrain and cortex including loops between them, to maximise speech 376 

understanding.  377 

  378 
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Discussion  379 

We assessed the role of attention in modulating the contribution of the cochlear efferent system in 380 

a lexical task—detecting non-words in a stream of words and non-words. Employing three speech 381 

manipulations to modulate task difficulty—vocoding of words, or words masked by multi-talker 382 

babble, or speech-shaped noise (i.e. noise with the same long-term spectrum as speech—we find 383 

that these manipulations differentially activate the MOC reflex to modulate cochlear gain. Activation 384 

of the cochlear efferent system is also dependent on whether listeners are performing the lexical 385 

task (active condition) or are not required to engage whilst watching a silent, stop-motion film 386 

(passive condition). Specifically, with increasing task difficulty (i.e. fewer noise-vocoded channels), 387 

noise-vocoding increasingly activates the MOC reflex in active, compared to passive, listening. The 388 

opposite is true for the two masked conditions, where words presented at increasingly lower SNRs 389 

more strongly activate the MOC reflex during passive, compared to active, listening. By adjusting 390 

parameters of the three speech manipulations—the number of noise-vocoded channels, or the 391 

SNR for the speech-in-noise conditions, we find that lesser MOC reflex activity is accompanied by 392 

greater magnitude of cortical activation, to maintain iso-performance in the task. A computational 393 

model incorporating efferent feedback to the inner ear demonstrates that improvements in neural 394 

representation of the amplitude envelope provides a rationale for either suppressing or maintaining 395 

the cochlear gain during the perception of noise-vocoded speech or speech-in-noise respectively. 396 

Our data suggest that a network of brainstem and higher brain circuits is involved in maintaining 397 

performance in an active listening task, and that different aspects of this network, including reflexive 398 

circuits in the lower brainstem, and the relative allocation of attentional resources, are differentially 399 

invoked depending on specific features of the listening environment.  400 

Attentional demands reveal differential recruitment of MOC reflex  401 

Our data highlight a categorical distinction between active and passive processing of single, 402 

degraded auditory streams (vocoded speech) and parsing a complex acoustic scene to hear out a 403 

stream from multiple competing, spectrally-similar sounds (multi-talker babble and speech-shaped 404 

noise). Specifically, task difficulty during active listening appears to modulate the cochlear gain in 405 

a stimulus-specific manner. The reduction in cochlear gain with increasing task difficulty for noise-406 
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vocoded speech and, conversely, the preservation of cochlear gain when listening to speech in 407 

background noise, suggests that attentional resources might gate the MOC reflex differently 408 

depending on how speech is degraded. In contrast to active listening, where participants were 409 

asked to ignore the auditory stimuli and direct attention to a silent film, the MOC reflex was gated 410 

in a direction consistent with the auditory system suppressing irrelevant and expected auditory 411 

information whilst (presumably) attending to visual streams [52–54]. Interestingly, activation of the 412 

MOC reflex was observed for natural speech—further evidence that activation is not limited to tones 413 

and broadband noise [55–57]—and did not depend on whether participants were required to 414 

attention (i.e: were engaged in a lexical-decision task) or not. This can be explained by natural 415 

speech being particularly salient as an undegraded, ethologically-relevant stimulus and the low 416 

attentional load of passively watching a film resulting in the continued monitoring of unattended 417 

speech [58].  418 

To explain the variable reduction in cochlear gain between noise-vocoded and masked stimuli 419 

across active and passive conditions, top-down and bottom-up mechanisms can be posited as 420 

candidates to modify the activity of the MOC reflex. Bottom-up mechanisms, such as the increased 421 

activation of the MOC reflex by wideband stimuli with flat power-spectra [59] may explain a facet of 422 

our results—especially during passive listening. For instance, reduced activation of the reflex 423 

observed for babble noise during passive listening may arise from being a weaker suppressor than 424 

‘stationary’ noises such as white noise, or speech-shaped noise [60,61]. However, noise-vocoded 425 

stimuli with relatively fewer channels might have also been thought to have activated the MOC 426 

reflex more effectively due to their more ‘noise-like’ spectra. The absence of suppression of 427 

CEOAEs in the passive noise-vocoded conditions, as well as the pattern of activation of the MOC 428 

reflex across all active listening conditions, suggests that a perceptual, top-down categorization of 429 

the stimuli is necessary to appropriately engage or disengage the MOC reflex.  430 

 431 

Descending control of the MOC reflex for speech stimuli is likely bilateral  432 

A central premise of our study, and those exploring the effects of attention on the MOC reflex, is 433 

that otoacoustic emissions recorded in one ear can provide a direct measure of top-down 434 
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modulation of cochlear gain in the opposite ear. However, it has also been suggested that activation 435 

of the MOC reflex may differ between ears to expand interaural cues associated with sound 436 

localization [62]. This process could be independently modulated by the extensively ipsilateral 437 

corticofugal pathways described anatomically (see [63] for review). Had the activation of the MOC 438 

reflex been independently controlled at either ear—for example to suppress irrelevant clicks in one 439 

ear whilst preserving cochlear gain in the ear stimulated by speech—we would have expected 440 

similar suppression of CEOAEs across active and passive conditions for all speech 441 

manipulations—given that click stimuli were always irrelevant to the task. Instead, however, the 442 

suppression of CEOAEs was both stimulus- and task-dependent, reducing the likelihood that 443 

dichotic stimulus presentation engaged top-down modulation of cochlear gain differentially at either 444 

ear. It remains unclear whether spatial hearing, and any role the MOC reflex plays therein, impacts 445 

top-modulation given recent evidence of weaker spatial segregation cortically in tasks requiring 446 

high perceptual demand (as was the case at iso-performance for both noise-vocoded and masked 447 

speech conditions in our study) [64].  448 

Anatomical evidence of purely ipsilateral corticofugal pathways ignores the possibility that, even 449 

when presented monaurally, descending control of the MOC reflex for speech stimuli may likely be 450 

bilateral. Unlike pure tones, speech activates both left and right auditory cortices even when 451 

presented unilaterally to either ear [65]. In addition, cortical gating of the MOC reflex in humans 452 

does not appear restricted to direct, ipsilateral descending processes that impact cortical gain 453 

control in the opposite ear [66]. Rather cortical gating of the MOC reflex likely incorporates 454 

polysynaptic, decussating processes that influence/modulate cochlear gain in both ears. 455 

 456 

Stimulus-specific enhancement of speech envelope’s neural coding explains observed 457 

variability in the suppression of CEOAEs  458 

Beyond extending spatial hearing [62] and the protection from noise exposure [67–69], the function 459 

most commonly attributed to the activation of the MOC reflex has been its ‘unmasking’ of transient 460 

acoustic signals in the presence of background noise [17,55,70]. By increasing the dynamic range 461 

of mechanical [71,72] and neural [16,17] responses to amplitude-modulated components in the 462 
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cochleae [15,73], it has been suggested that suppression of cochlear gain by the MOC reflex might 463 

preferentially favour the neural representation of syllables and phonemes in speech over masking 464 

noises.  465 

Whilst models of the auditory periphery that include efferent feedback, typically demonstrate 466 

improved word recognition for a range of masking noises (pink noise [74–76], speech-shaped noise 467 

[77] and babble noise [75]), positive correlations between increased activation of the MOC reflex 468 

and improved speech-in-noise perception are only sporadically reported [23,27], with some studies 469 

reporting negative [22,28] or non-significant correlations [29,30]. This variability has generally been 470 

attributed to methodological differences in OAE measurement (see [78] for review). Still, more 471 

recent studies have questioned whether suppression of cochlear gain by the MOC reflex actually 472 

benefits hearing in noise: proposing either a contribution of the reflex to perception only at specific 473 

SNRs [24,78] or, in extremis, that the MOC reflex plays no role, and that neural adaptation to noise 474 

statistics may instead underlay robust recognition of degraded speech [73,79,80].  475 

However, the stimulus- and task-dependent suppression of cochlear gain we report when speech 476 

was simultaneously employed as a contralateral activator of the MOC reflex and as a target in a 477 

lexical-decision task—rather than performing sequential experiments to correlate the strength of 478 

the reflex as function of speech-in-noise performance, as in the majority of the reports— suggests 479 

that the automatic activation of the MOC reflex is gated on or off by top-down modulation depending 480 

on whether it functionally benefits or not performance. Our modelling data support this conclusion 481 

by accounting for the stimulus-dependent suppression of click-evoked OAEs through enhancement 482 

of speech-envelope encoding in the auditory nerve. The apparent benefit of suppressing cochlear 483 

gain to neural coding of the envelope of noise-vocoded words, compared to a disbenefit for words 484 

masked by background noise, is consistent with noise-vocoded words retaining relatively strong 485 

envelope modulations, and that these modulations are extracted effectively through expansion of 486 

the dynamic range as cochlear gain is reduced. For both noise-maskers, however, any 487 

improvement to envelope coding due to dynamic range expansion applies to both speech and 488 

masker, since these overlap spectrotemporally, resulting in poorer representation of the speech 489 

envelope. Whilst the results of our simulations are based on average changes in the neural 490 
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correlation coefficient with efferent feedback calculated for 300 words, individually, the effect of 491 

suppressing cochlear gain was highly dependent on both the choice of word and the SNR at which 492 

it was presented (Figure 2C and Figure supplement 3). If top-down modulation does indeed gate 493 

the activation of the MOC reflex, it must account for the statistical likelihood that suppression of 494 

cochlear gain can improve the neural coding of the stimulus’ envelope over the duration of the task.  495 

One potential criterion for predicting whether activation of the MOC reflex can improve speech 496 

intelligibility is the extent to which target speech is ‘glimpsed’ in spectrotemporal regions least 497 

affected by a background noise [81–83]. If computing speech envelope SNR in short time windows 498 

is indeed key to speech intelligibility—as proposed by several models [84,85]— then this could be 499 

a suitable metric by which top-down modulation of the MOC reflex could be adjusted, explaining 500 

why previous studies of OAE suppression, that employ identical paradigms aside from the stimuli 501 

with different spectrotemporal content (e.g: consonant-vowel pairs), can generate inconsistent 502 

correlations between discrimination-in-noise and the strength of the MOC reflex [22,86]. 503 

Additionally, changes in speech envelope SNR as a result of presenting words at different SNRs 504 

should impact any benefit of activating the MOC reflex to speech intelligibility, offering an 505 

explanation for correlations previously reported between the strength of the MOC reflex and task 506 

performance at varying SNRs [24,78].  507 

In our model, switching from lowest to intermediate stimulus SNRs for both noise-maskers led to 508 

an increase in the average ΔρENV when efferent feedback was applied (Supplemental Figure 3B). 509 

However, values of ΔρENV at the intermediate SNRs were positive for only a minority of words 510 

tested (73 SSN8 words and 116 BN10 words, Supplemental Figure 3A). This is consistent with the 511 

lack of OAE suppression observed experimentally in the active tasks for babble noise at 10 dB 512 

SNR and speech shaped noise at 8 dB SNR (Figure 1C). Where an active MOC reflex does not 513 

functionally benefit the neural representation of the speech envelope, it remains possible that it is 514 

activated in another capacity, for example to prevent damage by prolonged exposure to loud 515 

sounds [67–69].  516 

Limitations of current auditory periphery model and sumcorr analysis  517 
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As a stimulus feature strongly correlated with the cortical tracking and decoding of speech [87–89] 518 

and the basis of several successful speech intelligibility models [84,85], the speech envelope 519 

appears central to our understanding of speech. Nevertheless, the relative contributions of 520 

envelope and temporal fine structure (TFS) cues to speech intelligibility remain to be determined 521 

[85,90–94]. Consequently, future investigations of the functional role of the MOC reflex may benefit 522 

from valid comparisons of the neural envelope and TFS representations of stimulus in response to 523 

degraded speech. Such comparisons have been performed previously for noise-vocoded stimuli 524 

employing a simplified model of the auditory periphery with lateral inhibition [92].  525 

Quantifying sumcorr peaks served well here as a metric to correlate neural envelopes of natural 526 

and differentially degraded speech. While this analysis highlighted the similarity between natural 527 

and noise-vocoded speech envelopes, its results for our noise-masker simulations appear 528 

counterintuitive, especially given that studies applying the same model as here, but with basic 529 

efferent feedback, have previously suggested a role for the MOC reflex in speech-in-noise 530 

discrimination [74–76]. These studies have employed an automatic speech recognizer (ASR) to 531 

analyse AN output, encoding the shape of the speech spectrum in brief time windows to estimate 532 

the speech token most likely presented as the stimulus. However, their performance reduces for 533 

natural speech as efferent feedback increases [74], suggesting that this analysis would not account 534 

for the experimentally observed activation of the MOC reflex for natural speech. Nevertheless, 535 

further assessment of the two analyses’ relative validity remains difficult, given the number of model 536 

parameters that differed between this and prior studies (frequency range sampled, speech tokens 537 

presented, their stimulus levels and how efferent feedback was implemented). 538 

As regards the auditory periphery model itself, recent insights into the MOC reflex’s circuitry will 539 

enhance the biological realism of any future models incorporating efferent feedback. Our model 540 

and previous phenomenological models simulate efferent feedback as a solely on-frequency effect 541 

which appears unlikely given anatomical evidence that MOC neurons are sparse and innervate 542 

relatively broad regions of the cochlea [95,96]. Additionally, most models do not include neural 543 

adaptation to stimulus statistics as a potential contributing factor to speech-in-noise discrimination 544 

[73,79], we therefore cannot discount its involvement in the lexical-decision task. 545 
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Higher auditory centre activity supports co-existence of multiple strategies to achieve 546 

similar levels of performance  547 

The impact of modulating the MOC reflex was observed in the activity of the auditory midbrain and 548 

cortex. Increased midbrain activity for active noise-masked conditions was consistent with changes 549 

in magnitudes of ABRs previously reported during unattended Vs attended listening to speech [97] 550 

or clicks [98,99]. This highlights the potential for subcortical levels to either enhance attended 551 

signals, or filter out distracting auditory information. At the cortical level, recorded potentials were 552 

larger for all attended compared to ignored speech (Supplemental Figure 5), consistent with 553 

previous reports [100,101]. However, later cortical components were of greater magnitude for 554 

masked than noise-vocoded speech while attending to the most extreme manipulations. Late 555 

cortical components have been associated with the evaluation and classification of complex stimuli 556 

[46] as well as the degree of mental allocation during a task [44]. Therefore, differing cortical activity 557 

likely reflects greater reliance on, or at least increased contribution from, context-dependent 558 

processes for speech masked by noise than for noise-vocoded speech. 559 

Taken together, the observed differences in physiological measurements from higher auditory 560 

centres and the auditory periphery highlight the possibility of diverging pathways to process noise-561 

vocoded and masked speech. Evidence for systemic differences in processing single degraded 562 

streams, compared to masked speech, has been reported in the autonomic nervous system [49]: 563 

where, despite maintaining similar task difficulty across conditions, masked speech elicits stronger 564 

physiological reactions than single unmasked streams. Here we propose that two strategies allow 565 

maintaining iso-performance even when stimuli are categorically different. The processing of single 566 

and intrinsically degraded streams selectively recruits auditory efferent pathways from the auditory 567 

cortex to the inner ear which in turns improves the representation —‘de-noise’—of the stimuli in the 568 

periphery (Figure 3B). In contrast, multiple streams appear to rely much more on higher auditory 569 

centres such as midbrain and auditory cortex for the extraction of foreground, relevant signals 570 

(Figure 3B). Evidence of de-noising auditory signals in the cortex [87,102–104] has led to the 571 

oversight of the potential role of the extensive loops and chains of information between cortex, 572 
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subcortical regions and the auditory periphery in everyday listening environments [20,105–107] 573 

and therefore as target for hearing technologies.  574 

Implications for hearing-impaired listeners 575 

Although normal-hearing listeners appear to benefit from an MOC reflex that modulates cochlear 576 

gain, and is amenable to top-down, attentional control, it is important to note that users of cochlear 577 

implants (CIs)—for whom normal-hearing listeners processing noise vocoded speech have often 578 

been a proxy—have no access to the MOC reflex. CIs bypass the mechanical processes of the 579 

inner ear, including the outer hair cells—which are non-functioning or absent completely in 580 

individuals with severe-to-profound hearing loss—to stimulate directly the auditory-nerve fibers 581 

themselves. Efforts have been made to incorporate MOC-like properties into CI processes, at least 582 

to provide for expanded auditory spatial cues to improve listening in bilaterally implanted CI users 583 

[62], but the capacity to exploit efferent feedback to aid speech understanding in CI listeners is yet 584 

to be exploited in any device. 585 

For other hearing-impaired listeners, aided or unaided, the contribution of MOC feedback to speech 586 

processing is limited compared to normal-hearing listeners as, in most cases, their hearing loss 587 

comes from damage to the OHCs, which receive direct synaptic input from MOC fibers. In hearing 588 

loss generally, the degradation or loss of peripheral mechanisms contributing to effective speech 589 

processing in complex listening environments may mean that listeners rely more heavily on 590 

attentional and other cortical-mediated processes, contributing to widely reported increases in 591 

listening effort required to achieve adequate levels of listening performance [50]. This increase in 592 

listening effort—likely manifesting over time—may not be reflected in performance in relatively 593 

short, laboratory- or clinic-based assessments of hearing function.  594 
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Materials and Methods 595 

This study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of Macquarie University (ref: 596 

5201500235). Each participant signed a written informed consent form and was provided with a 597 

small financial remuneration for their time.  598 

Hearing assessment: All 66 participants (36 females, aged between 18-35 (mean: 24 ± 7 years 599 

old)) included in this study had normal pure tone thresholds (< 20 dB HL); normal middle ear 600 

function (standard 226 Hz tympanometry; normal OHCs function (assessed with Distortion Product 601 

OAEs (DPOAEs) between 0.5-10 kHz. Steady-state contralateral and ipsilateral broadband noise 602 

middle ear muscle reflexes (MEMR) were assessed and all participants had thresholds > 75 dB 603 

HL.  604 

Experimental Protocol: Participants were seated comfortably inside a sound-proof booth (ISO 605 

8253-1:2010) while wearing an EEG cap (Neuroscan 64 channels, SynAmps2 amplifier, 606 

Compumedics Limited). Two listening conditions (passive and active) were counterbalanced 607 

across participants. In the passive listening condition, subjects were asked to ignore the auditory 608 

stimuli and to watch a non-subtitled, stop-motion movie. To ensure participants’ attention during 609 

this condition, they were monitored with a video camera and were asked questions at the end of 610 

this session (e.g. What happened in the movie? How many characters were present?). The aim of 611 

a passive or an auditory-ignoring condition is to shift attentional resources away from the auditory 612 

scene and towards the visual scene. During active listening, participants performed an auditory 613 

lexical-decision task, where they were asked to press a keyboard’s space key each time they heard 614 

a non-word in strings of 300 speech tokens. d’ was used as a measure of accuracy and calculated 615 

as: Z(correct responses) – Z(false alarm).  616 

Simultaneous to the presentation of word/non-word in one ear, CEOAEs were recorded 617 

continuously in the contralateral ear (Figure 1A). The ear receiving either the clicks or speech 618 

stimuli was randomized across participants.  619 

Speech Stimuli: 423-word items were acquired from Australian-English-adapted versions of 620 

monosyllabic consonant-nucleus-consonant (CNC) word lists [108] and were spoken by a female, 621 

native Australian-English speaker. The duration of words ranged between 420-650 ms. 328 622 
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monosyllabic CNC non-word tokens were selected from the Australian Research Council non-word 623 

database [109]. Speech stimuli were delivered using ER-3C insert earphones (Etymotic Research, 624 

Elk Grove Village, IL) and Presentation® software (Neurobehavioral Systems, Inc., Berkeley, CA, 625 

version 18.1.03.31.15) at 44.1 kHz, 16-bits. Blocks of 200 words and 100 non-words (randomly 626 

selected from the speech corpus) were presented for each of the speech manipulations (see details 627 

below). Speech tokens were counterbalanced in each block based on the presence of stop and 628 

non-stop initial consonants: 100 stop/ non-stop consonant words; 50 stop/non-stop consonants 629 

words with a maximum of 3 repeats per participant allowed. Each block had a duration of 12 630 

minutes, (Figure 1A) and participants could take short breaks between them if needed. The order 631 

of blocks was randomized to prevent presentation order bias or training effects [110].  632 

Noise-vocoded Speech. Twenty-seven native speakers of Australian-English (17 females: 25 633 

right-handed, 2 left-handed) were recruited (aged between 18-35 (mean: 23 ± 5 years old). Based 634 

on the noise vocoding method and behavioural results of Shannon et al. [111], three noise-vocoded 635 

conditions (16-, 12- and 8-channels: Voc16, Voc12, and Voc8, respectively) were tested to 636 

represent 3 degrees of speech intelligibility (i.e. task difficulty). Four blocks were assessed in both 637 

active and passive listening conditions: Block 1: natural speech; Block 2: Voc16; Block 3: Voc12 638 

and Block 4: Voc8, for a total duration of 2.6 hours (including hearing assessment and EEG cap 639 

set-up).  640 

Speech in Babble Noise. Twenty-nine native speakers of Australian-English (19 females: 28 right-641 

handed, 1 left-handed) were recruited, aged between 20-35 (mean: 26 ± 9 years old). The BN used 642 

consisted of four females and four male talkers [112] and was filtered to match the long-term 643 

average spectrum of the speech corpus. Random segments from 60 secs BN recording were 644 

selected as noise maskers. Both speech tokens and the BN segments were matched in duration, 645 

Figure supplement 6. Three blocks were presented in the active and passive listening conditions: 646 

Block1: natural speech; Block 2: BN at +10 dB SNR (BN10) and Block 3: BN at +5 dB SNR (BN5).  647 

Speech in Speech-Shaped noise. SSN was generated to match the long-term average spectrum 648 

long-term average of the speech corpus, Figure supplement 6. Segments from 60 secs SSN were 649 

randomly selected as noise maskers. Both BN and SSN manipulations were presented in the same 650 
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session, therefore, Block1 was the same for both manipulations, Block 2: SSN at +8 dB SNR 651 

(SSN8) and Block 3: SSN at +3 dB SNR (SSN3). A total of 10 blocks (5 blocks in the active and 5 652 

blocks in the passive condition) of 12 min duration were presented to the 29 subjects who 653 

participated in BN and SSN experiments. All blocks were presented in a unique session that lasted 654 

3 hours. All tokens were root-mean-square normalized and the calibration system (sound level 655 

meter (B&K G4) and microphone IEC 60711 Ear Simulator RA 0045 563 (BS EN 60645-3:2007), 656 

(see CEOAEs acquisition and analysis section)) was set to 75 dB “A-Weighting” which matches 657 

the human auditory range.  658 

CEOAEs acquisition and analysis. Non-filtered click stimuli, with a positive polarity and 83 µsec 659 

of duration were digitally generated using RecordAppX (Advanced Medical Diagnostic Systems) 660 

software. The presentation rate was 32 Hz in all conditions which contributed to minimize ipsilateral 661 

MOCR activation [113]. Ipsilateral MOCR activation was otherwise constant across participants 662 

and experimental manipulations by maintaining a fixed click-rate. 663 

Both the generation of clicks and OAE recordings were controlled via an RME UCX soundcard 664 

(RME, Haimhausen, Germany), and delivered/collected to and from the ear canal through an 665 

Etymotic ER-10B probe connected to ER-2 insert earphones with the microphone pre-amplifier 666 

gain set at 20 dB. Calibration of clicks was performed using a sound level meter (B&K G4) and 667 

microphone IEC 60711 Ear Simulator RA 0045 (BS EN 60645-3:2007). This setup was also used 668 

to calibrate the speech stimuli. In addition, clicks were in-ear calibrated using forward equivalent 669 

pressure level (FPL) ensuring accurate stimulus levels [114]. The OAE’s probe was re-positioned, 670 

re-calibrated and the block re-started if participants moved or touched it.  671 

CEOAE data were analysed off-line using custom Matlab scripts (available upon request) [113]. 672 

The averaged RMS magnitudes of CEOAE signals were analysed between 1-2 kHz given maximal 673 

MOC effects in this frequency band [115]. Only binned data for averaged CEOAEs displaying a 674 

SNR ≥ 6 dB and with > 80% of epochs retained (i.e. had RMS levels within the two standard 675 

deviations limit), were selected as valid signals for further analysis. The initial and final 60 secs of 676 

CEOAE recordings of each block, in the absence of speech tokens (Figure 1A), were used as 677 

baseline. As no significant differences were observed between CEOAE baseline magnitudes within 678 
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participants (p > 0.05) across experimental conditions, all baselines were pooled within participants. 679 

This allowed for an increase in both SNR and reliability of the CEOAEs individually. After baseline 680 

recording, CEOAEs were continuously obtained for 10 minutes during the presentation of the 681 

speech tokens. The inhibition of CEOAE magnitude relative to the baseline was calculated as 682 

follows and reported as means and standard errors of the mean:  683 

CEOAE inhibition = CEOAE speech presentation (average across minutes) – CEOAE baseline (first 60 sec)  684 

Stimuli calibration: Controlling the stimulus level is a critical step when recording any type of OAE 685 

due to the potential activation of the middle ear muscle reflex (MEMR). High intensity sounds 686 

delivered to an ear can evoke contractions of both the stapedius and the tensor tympani muscles 687 

causing the ossicular chain to stiffen and the impedance of middle ear sound transmission to 688 

increase [116,117]. As a result, retrograde middle ear transmission of OAE magnitude can be 689 

reduced due to MEMR and not MOCR activation [118]. For this reason, we were particularly careful 690 

to determine the presentation level of our stimuli. The presentation level for all natural, noise-691 

vocoded and speech-in-noise tokens was 75 dBA and click stimulus at 75 dB p-p, no MEMR 692 

contribution was expected given a minimum of 10 dB difference between MEMR thresholds (see 693 

Hearing Assessment section) and stimulus levels (ANSI S3.6-1996 standards for the conversion of 694 

dB SPL to dB HL. All tokens were root-mean-square normalized calibrated using the same 695 

CEOAEs calibration system (see CEOAEs acquisition and analysis).  696 

EEG acquisition and analysis. EEG measurements and the CEOAE setup were synchronized 697 

using a Stimtracker (https://cedrus.com/). EEG data were acquired according to the 10–20 system. 698 

Impedance levels were kept below 5 kΩ for all electrodes. Signals were sampled at a rate of 20 699 

kHz in the AC mode with a gain of 2010 and an accuracy of 0.15 nV/LSB. Early and late ERP 700 

components were analysed offline using Fieldtrip-based scripts [119]. Data were re-referenced to 701 

the average of mastoid electrodes. Trials started 200 ms before and ended 1.2 sec after speech 702 

onset. Components visually identified as eye blinks and horizontal eye movement were excluded 703 

from the data as well as trials with amplitude >75 µV. The accepted trials (60-80% per condition) 704 

were band-pass filtered between 0.5 to 30 Hz with transition band roll-off of 12 dB/octave. Trials 705 

were baseline-corrected using the mean amplitude between -200-0 ms from speech onset. 706 
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Baseline-corrected trials were averaged to obtain ERP waveforms. Analysis windows centred on 707 

the grand average-ERP component maximums were selected [120]: P1 (100-110 msec) and 708 

N1(145-155 msec); P2 (235-265 msec), N400 (575-605 msec) and LPP (945-975 msec). Mean 709 

amplitude for each component within the analysis window was calculated for each participant and 710 

experimental condition. 711 

EEG. Auditory Brainstem Responses (ABRs). ABR signals were extracted from central 712 

electrodes (FZ, FCZ, CZ). 15 msec-duration ABR analysis windows (5 ms prior and 10 ms after 713 

click onset) were selected. A total of 19200 trials (click rate of 32 Hz across 10 minutes per block) 714 

were band-pass filtered between 200-3000 Hz. Averaged ABR waveforms were obtained using a 715 

weighted-averaging method [121]. Amplitude of waves III and V (Figure 1A) were visually 716 

determined for each subject across blocks and conditions when appropriate (wave amplitudes 717 

above the residual noise, therefore a positive SNR). Due to stimulus level restrictions (<= 75 p-p 718 

dB SPL to avoid MEMR activation), wave I could not be extracted from the EEG residual noise.  719 

Statistical Analysis. Sample size estimation was computed according to the statistical test 720 

employed by using G*Power [122] (Effect size f = 0.4;  err prob = 0.05; Power (1- err prob) = 721 

0.8). All variables were tested for normality (Shapiro-Wilk test), outlier residual values preventing 722 

normal distribution were removed from the data set (Table supplement 2 and 3). One-way ANOVA 723 

for the behavioural and ERPs data; repeated measures ANOVAs (rANOVA) for CEOAEs and ABRs 724 

data and t-tests (alpha=0.05, with bonferroni corrections for multiple comparisons) were performed. 725 

One-way ANOVAs had Stimuli-Type (Natural, Voc16, BN10…etc) as Factor whereas rANOVA had 726 

both Conditions (Active and Passive) and Stimuli-type as Factors. The interaction (Conditions x 727 

Stimuli) was also explored.  728 

Auditory Nerve and Brainstem Simulations. The Matlab Auditory Periphery and Brainstem 729 

(MAP-BS) computational model was used to simulate auditory nerve (AN) responses with and 730 

without an efferent feedback loop at seven frequencies (1000 Hz, 1122 Hz, 1260 Hz, 1414 Hz, 731 

1587 Hz, 1782 Hz, 2000 Hz). A binaural brainstem circuit (Figure supplement 1A) using Hodgkin-732 

Huxley models was implemented to calculate within-channel efferent attenuation of the cochlear 733 
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gain with biophysically realistic temporal dynamics [33] (Figure supplement 1B). The current 734 

balance equation for all single-compartment, Hodgkin-Huxley models was described as follows: 735 

𝐶𝑚

𝑑𝑉

𝑑𝑡
=  −𝐼𝑁𝑎 − 𝐼𝐾𝐿𝑇 − 𝐼𝐾𝐻𝑇 − 𝐼𝐻 − 𝐼𝐿 − 𝐼𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑡) 736 

=  −�̅�𝑁𝑎 𝑚3ℎ(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑁𝑎) − �̅�𝐾𝐿𝑇 𝑤(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐾) − �̅�𝐾𝐻𝑇𝑛(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐾) − �̅�𝐻𝑟(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐻) − �̅�𝐿(𝑉 − 𝐸𝐿)737 
− 𝐴�̅�𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑡)(𝑉 − 𝐸𝑠𝑦𝑛)   738 

Where g̅x is the maximum channel conductance and Ex is the corresponding reversal potential for 739 

conductance x where x was either: Na (fast sodium), KLT (low threshold potassium), KHT (high 740 

threshold potassium), H (hyperpolarization-activated mixed-cation), L (leak) and K (all potassium 741 

conductances) (see Table supplement 1 for relative values in cell types). g̅syn (t) is the unitary 742 

synaptic input at time, t, and A is an input activity-dependent factor with a predetermined, maximum 743 

value for each cell type (Max Synaptic Current, Table supplement 1). Esyn represents the synaptic 744 

reversal potential which was either 0mV for excitation or -70mV for inhibition (Figure supplement 745 

1A and Table supplement 1). An absolute voltage threshold of -20mV was used for suprathreshold 746 

responses. The dynamics of gating variables (m, h, w, n and r) were described by the following 747 

differential equation: 748 

𝑑𝑥

𝑑𝑡
=  

𝑥∞(𝑉) − 𝑥

𝜏𝑥(𝑉)
 749 

Where τx(V) is the time constant of the variable x and x∞(V) is the steady state value of x at voltage, 750 

V. See ‘HH5lookupInt.m’ file in MAP-BS [33] for values of τx(V) and x∞(V) for individual 751 

conductances. The spiking output of MOC neurons was used to calculate inhibition of the basilar 752 

membrane displacement’s nonlinear path [75] as follows: 753 

 754 
𝐴𝑇𝑇(𝑡) =  [1 + 𝑀𝑂𝐶1(𝑡) +  𝑀𝑂𝐶2 (𝑡)]−1 755 

Where the formula for calculating activation and exponential decay of MOCx at time, t, was 756 

expressed as: 757 

 758 

𝑀𝑂𝐶𝑥(𝑡) =  [(𝑀𝑂𝐶𝑥(𝑡 − 1) ×  𝑒𝑥𝑝−𝑑𝑡
𝜏𝑥⁄ ) + (𝐹𝑤𝑥  ×  𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑠𝑙/𝑟(𝑡 − 𝑡𝑑))] 759 

 760 
Where τx is the decay time constant (55ms for MOC1 and 400 ms for MOC2 (Backus and Guinan, 761 

2006) and Spikes(t-delay) is spikes observed across ‘left’ and ‘right’ MOC populations at a time, t-762 
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td (where td equals a 10ms lag associated with synaptic latencies from MOC fibers to OHCs [123]. 763 

F is a temperature- and sample rate-dependent factor attenuating Spikes(t-delay) appropriately 764 

(0.02 here for a default temperature of 38 C and a sample rate of 100 kHz). wx is a weighting factor 765 

determining the relative contribution of MOC1 and MOC2 to attenuation (0.9 and 0.1 for MOC1 and 766 

MOC2 respectively). 767 

Word Presentation. 300 words (150 stop/non-stop consonant words), were chosen at random 768 

from the speech corpus and were degraded using the most demanding speech manipulations 769 

(Voc8, BN5 and SSN3). Normal, Test+ and polarity-inverted, Test-, versions of each manipulation 770 

were presented to the MAP-BS model at 75 dB SPL both with and without efferent feedback. 771 

Natural words (both normal, Nat+, and polarity-inverted, Nat-) were also presented to the MAP-BS 772 

model with efferent feedback enabled as a reference AN output (Figure supplement 2).  773 

Shuffled Auto-Correlogram Analysis. Comparative analysis of AN coding of amplitude-774 

modulated (AM) envelope between Voc8/BN5/SSN3 conditions and the reference natural condition 775 

was performed using shuffled auto- and cross- correlograms (SACs and SCCs respectively)[124] 776 

Normalized all-order histograms were calculated using the spike trains of 400 low SR, AN fibers 777 

with a coincidence window of 50µs and a delay window ± 25 ms centred on zero [37]. No correction 778 

for triangular shape was required given brevity of delay window relative to stimulus length (between 779 

420-650 ms) [124]. A neural cross-correlation coefficient, ρENV, quantifying AM envelope encoding 780 

similarity between conditions was generated as follows [37]: 781 

 782 

𝜌𝐸𝑁𝑉 =  
(𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡 𝑁𝑎𝑡  −  1)

√(𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑇𝑒𝑠𝑡  −  1) ×  (𝑠𝑢𝑚𝑐𝑜𝑟𝑁𝑎𝑡  −  1)
 783 

 784 
Where sumcorNat (natural word reference) and sumcorTest (Voc/BN/SSN conditions) are the 785 

averages of SACs (Normalized all-order histograms for Nat+ vs. Nat+/Test+ vs. Test+ for sumcorNat 786 

/sumcorTest respectively) and cross-polarity histograms (Normalized all-order histograms for Nat+ 787 

vs. Nat-/Test+vs.Test- for sumcorNat /sumcorTest respectively). SumcorTest Nat is the average of the 788 

SCC (Average of normalized all-order histograms for Nat+ vs. Test+ and Nat- vs. Test-) and the 789 

cross-polarity correlogram (Average of normalized all-order histograms for Nat- vs. Test+ and Nat+ 790 

vs. Test-) between natural and Voc8/BN5/SSN3 conditions. All high-frequency oscillations (> test-791 
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frequency), associated with fine-structure leakage, were removed from sumcors (Heinz and 792 

Swaminathan, 2009). ρENV values ranged from 0 to 1 where 0 represents completely dissimilar 793 

spike trains and 1 represents identical spike patterns [37]. 794 

Analysis of modelling and statistics. Percentage changes in ρENV due to efferent feedback 795 

inclusion in MAP-BS were calculated for each test frequency and Voc8/BN5/SSN3 condition as 796 

follows: 797 

 798 

∆𝜌ENV𝑓𝑟𝑒𝑞 =  (
𝜌𝐸𝑁𝑉𝑒𝑓𝑓  −  𝜌𝐸𝑁𝑉𝑛𝑜 𝑒𝑓𝑓

𝜌𝐸𝑁𝑉𝑛𝑜 𝑒𝑓𝑓

)  ×  100 799 

 800 
Where ΔρENVfreq is the percentage change in ρENV at a test-frequency for a manipulated word. 801 

ρENVno eff and ρENVeff  are measures of ρENV with and without efferent feedback enabled 802 

respectively. An average ΔρENVfreq was calculated across test-frequencies for each word and 803 

manipulation. A one-sample t-test was then performed to confirm whether average ΔρENVfreq for 804 

all words differed from zero for each speech manipulation. Data are reported as means and 805 

standard errors of the mean.   806 
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Supplemental Information 820 

 821 

Figure supplement 1. Brainstem circuit and MOC attenuation of MAP-BS. A. Overview of brainstem circuit 822 
in MAP-BS. Bilateral afferent excitation (red lines) via high spontaneous rate auditory nerve (AN) fibers drives 823 
Stellate T (within-channel AN input) and D neurons (wideband AN input) in anteroventral cochlear nucleus 824 
(AVCN). Stellate D neurons provide ipsilateral, feedforward inhibition to Stellate T neurons in the same 825 
frequency channel (blue lines). Ventral nucleus of the trapezoid body (VNTB) neurons receive bilateral 826 
excitation from Stellate T neurons; their output is combined across ‘left’ and ‘right’ brainstems to calculate 827 
within-channel, efferent attenuation to both cochleae (green lines). Emulating inhibition of cochlear 828 
amplification, VNTB output impacts the non-linear pathway of dual-resonance nonlinear model of cochleae 829 
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with a short delay [75,123]. B. Temporal dynamics of efferent feedback in MAP-BS. Upper panel shows 830 
waveforms of naturally-spoken word tokens presented diotically at 75 dB to MAP-BS model with a 3 sec pause 831 
between tokens as in the psychoacoustic paradigm (Figure 1A). Lower panel presents MOC attenuation 832 
calculated across ‘left’ and ‘right’ VNTB populations. MOC attenuation did not summate across series of word 833 
tokens but recovered to baseline; single-shot presentation of word tokens was therefore implemented for the 834 
main results.  835 
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 836 

Figure supplement 2. Efferent feedback improves envelope encoding for naturally-spoken sentences. A. 837 
Shuffled-Correlogram Sumcors (upper panel) were calculated for the naturally-spoken sentence [125], ‘the 838 
steady drip is worse than the drenching rain’ (s86; The MAVA corpus [126]), using low spontaneous rate 839 
auditory nerve fiber output between 1-2kHz with (red line) and without (black line) efferent feedback. A longer, 840 
1 sec delay-window was used compared to the single word presentation; in addition, inverted triangular 841 
compensation was implemented to compensate for large delays relative to signal length (Rallapalli and Heinz 842 
2016). The envelope power spectral density (lower panel) was computed both with (red line) and without 843 
(black line) efferent feedback by computing Fourier transforms of the above Sumcors with a <1Hz spectral 844 
resolution. Efferent feedback was conducive to larger envelope responses, especially at low modulation 845 
frequencies associated with words and syllables. B. Mean percentage change (±SEM) in power spectral 846 
density amplitude (ΔSDAAN⇾MOC) with efferent feedback included was computed using 6 sentences (s7, s26, 847 
s37, s42, s86, s164; The MAVA corpus) for modulation frequencies below 20 Hz. As for the single example in 848 
A, adding efferent feedback improved envelope encoding across most modulation frequencies.  849 
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850 
Figure supplement 3. Presentation of degraded speech tokens with higher SNRs/more channels. A. 851 
Comparing ΔρENVs for 300 words after introduction of efferent feedback for Voc16, BBN10 and SSN8 stimuli. 852 
Mean percentage changes in ρENVs (calculated across 7 frequencies between 1-2kHz) after adding efferent 853 
feedback were plotted against ρENV without efferent feedback for degraded versions of 300 words (each 854 
symbol represents one word). ΔρENVs were always positive for Voc16 words (pink circles, D) (Max-Min 855 
ΔρENV for Voc8: +12.75 to +0.91%), appearing largest for words with lowest ρENVs without efferent 856 
feedback. This relationship was absent for BN5 (light blue squares, D) and SSN3 (green diamonds, D) words 857 
whose ΔρENV ranges spanned the baseline as they did for BN and SSN stimuli with lower SNRs (Max-Min 858 
ΔρENV for BN10: +5.16 to -9.97%; Max-Min ΔρENV for SSN8: +3.92 to -7.83%). B. Mean ΔρENV for BN10 859 
and SSN8, however, increased significantly compared to their lower SNR counterparts, BN5 and SSN3 (mean 860 
ΔρENV for BN5 Vs BN10 = -2.01 ± 0.14 Vs. -0.5294 ± 0.13 [t(299) =  -15.32, p = 0.0001]; mean ΔρENV for 861 
SSN3 Vs SSN8 = -2.62 ± 0.12 Vs. -1.59 ± 0.13, [t(299) = -10.89, p = 0.0001]). Mean ΔρENV for Voc16, on 862 
the other hand, was not significantly different from the Voc8 condition (mean ΔρENV for Voc8 Vs Voc 16= 863 
+5.30 ± 0.12% Vs. +5.24 ± 0.13%, [t(299) = 0.6535, p = 0.51]).  864 
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Figure supplement 4. Percentage change in envelope encoding of high spontaneous rate (HSR) auditory 865 
nerve (AN) fibers after introduction of efferent feedback. ΔρENVs for 300 words (in their three degraded forms) 866 
were calculated as in Figure 2D; however, HSR AN fibre output was used here. Although ΔρENVs for Voc8 867 
words (pink circles) varied greatly and included negative values (Max-Min ΔρENV for Voc8 = +16.87 to -868 
1.94%), mean ΔρENV was significantly positive (mean ΔρENV for Voc8 =+5.42 ± 0.18%, [t (299) = 30.17, p 869 
= 0.0001]). Note that values of ρENVAN  for Voc8 were significantly smaller here compared to matched values 870 
for low SR (LSR) AN fibers (mean ρENVAN-HSR for Voc8 = 0.58 ± 0.01 vs. mean ρENVAN-LSR for Voc8 = 0.70 ± 871 
0.01, [t(299) = -39.21, p = 0.0001]). In contrast, the distributions of ΔρENVs for BN5 (light blue squares) and 872 
SSN3 (green diamonds) appeared more compact (Max-Min Range ΔρENV for BN5 words = +2.06 to -8.04%; 873 
Max-Min ΔρENV for SSN3 = +1.32 to -5.67 %); however, as for LSR AN fibre results, both mean ΔρENVs for 874 
HSR AN fibers were significantly negative overall (mean ΔρENV for BN5 = -2.54 ± 0.10, [t(299) =  -24.92, p = 875 
0.0001]; mean ΔρENV for SSN3 = -2.50 ± 0.08, [t(299) = -32.64, p = 0.0001]).  876 
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 877 

Figure supplement 5. Cortical evoked potentials during active and passive speech perception. Thick lines 878 
and shaded areas represent means and standard errors of the mean respectively. Within conditions analysis 879 
showed that, for all speech manipulations, the magnitude of P1, P2 and N400 potentials were enhanced during 880 
active (color lines) when compared to the passive (gray lines) listening conditions, whilst N1 tended to be less 881 
negative in the active task. Late Positivity Complex (LPC) magnitude was only significantly enhanced during 882 
the active listening of speech in noise. A. ERP components in natural and all noise-vocoded manipulations: 883 
P1: [F (1,24) = 6.36, p = 0.02], N1: [F (1, 24) = 16.03, p = 0.001], P2: [F (1, 24) = 12.30, p = 0.002], N400: [F 884 
(1, 24) = 31.82, p = 0.0001], LPC: [F(1,24)=5.29, p = 0.03]. B. ERPs during natural (different population than 885 
noise-vocoded experiment) and all babble noise manipulations (n=29): P1: [F (1, 28) = 24.47, p = 0.0001], 886 
N1: [F (1, 28) = 10.46, p = 0.003], P2: [F (1, 28) = 10.65, p = 0.003], N400: [F (1, 28) = 62.16, p = 0.0001, 887 
LPC: [F(1,28)=10.55, p =0.003]. C. ERP components during speech-shaped noise manipulations (n=29): P1: 888 
[F (1, 28) = 22.98, p = 0.0001], N1: [F (1, 28) = 6.07, p = 0.02], P2: [F (1, 28) = 18.10, p = 0.001] and N400: 889 
[F (1, 28) = 60.75, p = 0.0001]), LPC: [F(1,28)=10.76, p =0.003].   890 
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 891 
Figure supplement 6. Comparison of Long-Term Average Spectra (LTAS) for natural speech, 892 
babble and speech-shaped noises. Power spectrum density estimates were calculated for 300 893 
concatenated natural speech tokens (those presented to the MAP_BS model) and 60 seconds of 894 
8-talker babble noise and speech-shaped noise; all acoustic stimuli had been normalised to 65 dB. 895 
The upper root-mean square envelopes, generated using 300-point sliding windows, are shown for 896 
the different conditions.  897 
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Table supplement 1. Hodgkin-Huxley model parameters and synaptic properties 898 
 899 

 900 
 901 

LSR/HSR AN Fiber = Low/High Spontaneous Rate Auditory Nerve Fiber; LSR/HSR syn = Low/High 902 
Spontaneous Inner Hair Cell Synapse; VNTB = Ventral Nucleus of the Trapezoid Body. ‘ipsi’ and 903 
‘contra’ is relative to the simulated ear or cell in question. CF is the characteristic frequency of AN 904 
fiber tested and represents within-channel for input bandwidth. LP dendritic filter represents cut-off 905 
frequency of low-pass dendritic filter used to determine unitary synaptic conductance (g̅syn) at time, 906 
t, as follows: 907 

𝜏𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑜𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 =  
1

(2𝜋𝑓𝐿𝑃 𝑑𝑒𝑛𝑑𝑟𝑖𝑡𝑖𝑐 𝑓𝑖𝑙𝑡𝑒𝑟)
  908 

 909 

𝑔̅𝑠𝑦𝑛(𝑡) = (
𝑡 − 𝑡0

𝜏𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑜𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

)  𝑒𝑥𝑝 (−
𝑡 − 𝑡0

𝜏𝑆𝑝𝑖𝑘𝑒𝑡𝑜𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡

) 910 

 911 
Where t0 is the onset of the synaptic event. Current per input per spike was calculated by dividing 912 
Max synaptic current by Number of inputs. The above conductance and synaptic parameters are 913 
not absolute values in the physiological sense, instead mirroring key features of the physiology with 914 
a view to reproducing the time course of spiking activity and the qualitative differences of neural 915 
response patterns. 916 

 917 

 918 

 919 

 920 
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Table supplement 2. Subjects removed for CEOAEs inhibition analysis 921 

 922 
 923 
Table supplement 3. Subjects removed for ABRs analysis 924 

 925 
 926 

  927 

 Outliers Below 6 dB snr Incomplete data 
collection 

Total n 

Active Natural  4 20 N/A 25 

Active Voc16 4 20 N/A  25 

Active Voc12 N/A 20 27 25 

Active Voc8 N/A 20 N/A 26 

Passive Natural N/A 20 N/A 26 

Passive Voc16 N/A 20 25 25 

Passive Voc12 N/A 20 N/A 26 

Passive Voc8 N/A 20 N/A 26 

Active Natural  N/A 19 N/A 28 

Active BN10 N/A N/A N/A 29 

Active BN5 N/A 6 N/A 28 

Active SSN8 N/A 18 N/A 28 

Active SSN3 N/A N/A N/A 29 

Passive Natural N/A 6,16 N/A 27 

Passive BN10 N/A N/A N/A 29 

Passive BN5 N/A N/A N/A 29 

Passive SSN8 N/A N/A N/A 29 

Passive SSN3 N/A N/A N/A 29 

 Outliers Below noise 
floor 

Incomplete data 
collection 

Total n 

Noise-vocoded-Wave V 3 5 25,27 23 

Noise-vocoded-Wave III 3 5, 12, 16 25,27 21 

Noise-vocoded-Ratio 3 5, 12, 16 25,27 21 

Babble Noise-Wave V 10 16 N/A 27 

Babble Noise-Wave III 5, 27 6,16 N/A 24 

Babble Noise-Ratio 5, 19 6,16 N/A 25 

Speech-Shaped noise-Wave V 10 16 N/A 27 

Speech-Shaped noise-Wave III 5, 27 6,13,16 N/A 25 

Speech-Shaped noise-Ratio 5, 19 6,16 N/A 25 
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